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Outline 

•  Quantifying divergence 
•  Short-term divergence (drift) 
– Lande’s CV test 

•  Long-term divergence (mutation) 
– Lande’s Brownian-motion model (Ne-based ) 
– MDE version (Var(m)-based) 
•  Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 

•  Time-series based tests 



Between-line divergence 

•  Due to both partitioning (i.e., fixation of 
alternative alleles) of the initial additive variance 
{short time scales}  and the accumulation of new 
mutations {longer time scales}, two initially 
identical populations (i.e., the same mean), will 
diverge over time 

•  A number of tests are based on whether an 
observed amount of divergence is too fast 
(directional selection), or too slow (stabilizing 
selection), relative to the expectation under drift 



The between-population variance due to the initial 
additive variance will approach 2Var(A) over time 

More precisely, 

For t > Ne, divergence via mutation becomes important 





Key point:  use ANOVA to estimate between-population variance 



Russ Lande 



Test for short-term divergence 
•  Lande proposed a test for whether an 

observed amount of divergence 
(between-population variance) was 
sufficiently different from that expected 
under drift (assuming Ne is roughly 
known). 

•  Computes a test whose statistic is roughly 
F-distributed. 

•  Could also use this approach  to look to 
too little divergence (stabilizing selection), 
but not a lot of power 



This assumes VA(0) know without error.  If  
estimated, then the denominator degrees of 
freedom is that of the estimate 





Longer-term divergence tests 
•  The previous test assumes that the 

divergence is simply due to drift of the 
initial variance, and that mutation has yet 
to become important (i.e., t << Ne) 

•  Over longer time scales, much of the 
divergence is generated by new 
mutations, and hence tests are based 
upon the mutation variance (or mutation 
heritability), rather than Ne.  



Under the incremental mutation model, divergence is a linear 
function of the mutational variance, and independent of 
the effective population size 





Divergence via mutation 
•  Under the incremental model  variance

 increases without limit 
•  Under either the HOC or regression

 models, the divergence eventually
 reaches an upper limit 



The effective mutational
 variance 

•  Most estimates of the mutational variance or
 mutation heritability are obtained in very small
 populations 
–  Under this setting, the effects of selection against

 mutations is largely ignored (as 4Ne|s| < 1) 

•  As Ne increases, the fraction of mutations that
 are effectively neutral likely decreases, so that
 for large values of Ne, the effective mutational 
-variance heritability may be orders of
 magnitude less than small-population estimates 



Rate-based tests 
•  Either small values of Ne or large values of

 Var(m) lead to divergence.  Hence, rate
 tests find either the 
–  Largest value of Ne that is consistent

 with drift, Ne(U). 
•  Ne > Ne(U) rejects drift 

– Smallest value of Var(m) consistent with
 drift, Var (m) L 
•  Var(m) < Var (m) L rejects drift 



Ne 

Divergence 
consistent with drift 

Excessive divergence 
relative to drift 

Ne(U) 

Directional selection (excessive divergence) 

Var(m) 

Divergence 
consistent with drift 

Excessive divergence 
relative to drift 

Var(m)L 



Rate-based tests (cont.) 
•  Under test of stabilizing selection, look for

 too little divergence relative to drift 
–  Smallest value of Ne that is consistent

 with drift, Ne(L). 
• Ne < Ne(L) rejects drift 

– Largest value of var(m) consistent with
 drift, Var (m) U 
• Var(m) > Var (m)U rejects drift 



Ne 

Lack of  Divergence 
consistent with drift 

Too little divergence 
relative to drift 

Ne(U) 

Stabilizing selection (too little divergence) 

Var(m) 

Lack of divergence 
consistent with drift 

Too little divergence 
relative to drift 

Var(m)L 



Lande’s Brownian-motion model 

•  Under the Brownian-motion model, the
 mean at time t follows a normal
 distribution with a variance of  
–  t Var(A)/Ne= t h2 Var(z)/Ne 

















Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Models  



Summary 
•  Under the Brown-motion model (the

 incremental mutation model), under
 neutrality, means linearly diverge without
 limit from each other 

•  Under the HOC or regression mutational
 models, eventually the between
-population variance reaches a limit 

•  A limiting divergence also occurs under
 stabilizing selection (OU model) 



Times Series tests 
•  The above tests are based on external

 comparisons: one has two time points
 and a guess for t, and either Ne, or  h2

m

 or Var(m) 
•  A second type of data is a stratophenetic

 series, a time series of means for a
 population over some part of the fossil
 record.   
– Time series tests are based on internal

 characteristics of just this series alone. 





Dave Raup 



Niles Eldredge          Stephen Jay Gould 



•  Raup proposed the use of statistical tests
 of the pattern of divergence in fossil
 sequences to test the Eldredge-Gould
 suggestion that punctuated equilibrium
 (excess periods of stasis, followed by
 rapid change) is common in the fossil
 record 
o Eldredge and Gould suggested that species

-level selection might generate such a pattern 
o Raup framed the null model as a random walk 





Departments from a symmetric
 random walk 

•  Runs test: Each step equally likely (under
 drift) to be increasing or decreasing 
– Too few runs (changes in sign): directional

 trend 
– Too many runs: stabilizing selection 

•  Bookstein’s largest scaled excursion 
•  Hurst exponents 
•  Hunt’s model-weighting method 

.  









Gene Hunt 



Hunt’s method 
•  Low power for tests of departures from

 symmetric random walks creates a “tyranny of
 the null hypothesis,” potentially overinflating
 the role of drift 

•  Hunt initially considered three basic models: 
!   a symmetric random walk (with an

 incremental mean value of zero) 
!  a directional (or generalized) random walk

 (mean increment different from 0) 
!  stasis.  








